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Dear Hilary,

Thank you very much again for the suggestion that I consider preparing a second
edition of my An Introduction to Formal Logic (originally published in 2003), and
for the subsequent informal correspondence in which we came to a shared view
about what this might entail, at least in broad-brush terms. You asked for a more
formal proposal, making again some of the points we discussed. Here it is:

(A) It might help if I start by saying something, perhaps by way of reminder,
about typical introductory formal logic courses aimed at philosophers and about
corresponding introductory formal logic text books.

Part of the content of any modern first formal logic course is more or less set
in stone – students need, for a start, to learn about the usual formal language of
propositional logic, about truth-tables, the ideas of a tautology and of tautological
entailment, and then learn about the language of predicate logic. (Of course, the
style, level of sophistication, level of detail in which this core material is discussed
is up for grabs.).

Where courses and text books then differ is at the point where they go on
to spell out a formal proof system for inferences in these elementary logical lan-
guages. There are two popular options offered to beginners (or at least to those
who are philosophers who aren’t expected to have mathematical backgrounds).
These options can be called Logic-by-Trees and Natural Deduction respectively,
though there are variations within those brands.

The details of what these amount to don’t matter. But two facts about them
are pretty uncontroversial. First, most students find Trees easier (often, a lot
easier). But second, students ought to meet Natural Deduction at some fairly
early stage, because it really is the natural way of formalizing ordinary inferences,
and students need to grasp ND ideas as background for further work in formal and
philosophical logic.

(B) The first edition of my An Introduction to Formal Logic (IFL1 ) is very much
a Trees-based book. And indeed, not so long ago, doing Logic-by-Trees in a first
course was flavour of the month.

My sense is that the pendulum has swung back towards preferring to start
with ND again. A straw in the wind: Cambridge once upon a time did things the
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Natural Deduction way. Later, for a dozen years, my 1A course for philosophers
(and hence my resulting book) was Logic-by-Trees, and I talked about Natural
Deduction only in passing (I could do this with an easy conscience because some
lectures on ND were scheduled in 1B). My successor, Tim Button, has changed back
to basing the initial 1A course on Natural Deduction. There are finely balanced
pros and cons either way.

But a book that is going to be adopted for courses in 2017 will, I think, need a
strong ND component. Lots of people have told me over the years that – although
they could see that IFL1 had many virtues, not least in being particularly acces-
sible – they didn’t adopt my book because it didn’t cover ND. That will apply all
the more nowadays, I think.

(C) Hence, if I am going to do a better second edition that will sell decently, I
would certainly want to integrate some chapters on Natural Deduction.

However, there are also good reasons not to drop Trees right out of the picture.
They are a very good way of introducing various key ideas. And there is a particu-
lar reason for CUP to have an introductory text with a Tree component – Graham
Priest’s An Introduction to Non-Classical Logic is a fantastic follow-up book to
a standard introduction, where he explores various alternative non-classical log-
ics. And Graham’s unique book is very much Trees-based. So it would be very
appropriate for the CUP intro logic text to cover trees too.

There is precedent for covering both Trees and Natural Deduction – some
good competitor books do exactly this, in various proportions. Most recently, my
namesake Nick Smith’s good but perhaps over-wordy Logic: The Laws of Truth
(Princeton UP, 2012) begins with Trees, following that by looking at other ways
of doing logic including ND.

(D) However, if I am to cover ND in IFL2, we now have an issue of length.

• How many pages would covering some Natural Deduction in the same acces-
sible style add?

• How any pages could be lost by omitting some material that is currently in
IFL1?

I can make reasonable estimates of both. I did in fact (when writing IFL1 ) start
work on some Natural Deduction chapters. A little over a third of the needed
material got covered in about 25 pages. So some 60 new pages on ND would be
needed.

However, IFL1 includes some material that really goes beyond what is usual
in a first course (that’s the temptation for Cambridge-based authors – we can get
carried away by having such bright students!). This material could very usefully
be moved to become supplementary materials available on the book’s website
alongside updates to the existing answers to the exercises etc. Some 30 pages
could be saved like that. Maybe a little more (but not a lot more). So, in sum,
that would make IFL2 about 30 pages longer than IFL1.

I have put this suggestion to a few friends, i.e. that I should add chapters on
ND while off-loading some of the fancier stuff for enthusiasts at the end of IFL1
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onto the book’s website. I got a lot of encouragement and the uniform verdict was
that this would be a win-win solution.

(E) When you first suggested the possibility of a second edition, I sat down to
edit/rewrite a couple of early chapters of IFL1, to see if I actually enjoyed the
experience and was convinced that the effort would be worthwhile.

I certainly found there to be a lot, even in early chapters, that could be much
improved – not just minor improvements in sentence-by-sentence presentation, but
bigger structural improvements. And I found too that I was enjoying the re-writing
more than I expected!

This consequently led to our email exchange in which I responded very posi-
tively to your suggestion of preparing a second edition. Since then, I have been
working away, and have revised about the first fifth of the book. The result is,
I am quite sure, considerably better (rather crisper and better organized in some
places, and significantly clearer in other places). So yes, this is still very much
a project I want to continue with. And I now have a better sense of how long
the project of getting a second edition done is likely to take, revising the chapters
which are to remain and adding the new material. Which leads to my summary
proposal:

(F) Following our previous discussions,

• I would like to offer a new edition of my Introduction to Formal Logic, sub-
stantially revising most of the existing chapters, removing some of the unnec-
essarily advanced material, but adding new chapters on Natural Deduction,
thereby improving the coverage of the book.

• The additions (minus the removed material) will require about 30 more
pages. I will, as before, be offering the press full camera-ready copy (with
fine details of layout to be agreed in due course); so I will be able to keep
track of page length.

• I am putting another project intended for CUP on the back burner and
planning to concentrate entirely on this new edition for the coming months:
so I can aim for delivery at the end of March 2017.

I hope this proposal meets with the approval of the Press!

With kind regards

Peter
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